
TEACHING MEMOIR ’44:
HELPING YOUNG GENERALS LEARN THE GAME

INTRODUCTION
I teach third grade in a public school in Oregon, USA.  I decided to share 
my passion for World War II history and this game with my class by 
teaching them how to play Memoir ’44.  After getting permission from my 

administration and from parents, I set out to teach a classroom of 27 
students the rules and strategies of this board game. My students are 
usually seven or eight years old and are at various levels of cognitive 

development.  Some can hardly read and have trouble with abstract ideas, while others are 
advanced for their age.  I ran three single-elimination tournaments after teaching my class how to 
play.  I had 100% participation and we played every battle during recess.  After following the 
educational principles I have outlined in this document, I have been surprised by the tactical 
thinking that these young generals are capable of.

My goal with this document is to provide information, rooted in educational principles, for other 
teachers or parents on how to break down the rules and concepts of Memoir ’44 so even young 
kids can enjoy the excitement of playing this game.

STARTING SMALL
Adults take a lot of things for granted and in teaching young people, we often have to start out a 
lot further back than we expect.  Like any new lesson, we need to provide a foundation of 
vocabulary for our young generals so future directions make sense.  
 VOCABULARY
 Flanks – the sections the Memoir ’44 board are divided into; Left, Center, Right.
 Terrain hexes – the six-sided areas that stand for different kinds of land
  Hedgerows – bushes that were like mazes and slowed everyone down
  Forests – trees for people to hide in
  Towns & Villages – buildings to defend, capture, or use as cover
  Hills – raised ground
  Rivers & Waterways - water that usually can only be crossed at bridges
 Command Cards – the cards we use to order our troops around the board
 Obstacles – things built by soldiers to slow the enemy down
  Sandbags – a wall that was build by soldiers to protect them in battle
  Barbed Wire - set up to slow down the enemy
  Hedgehogs - steel structures to prevent tanks from getting past an area
  Bunkers - cement defenses built to protect soldiers 
 Armor - tanks
 Infantry – foot soldiers
 Artillery – the slow-moving guns that could shoot really far
 Axis – Germany, Italy, and Japan.
 Allies – most of the rest of the world. Mainly England and the United States
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You may recognize that some things are left off of this list.  We don’t want to overwhelm the 
young players with too much information.  We can teach them about Elite units, Tactic cards, 
Taking Ground, Armor Overrun, and French Resistance later.

For now they need to recognize and be able to identify the above list so when we are talking 
about those things, they know what we’re referring to. This is NOT the time you have to explain 
the rules of each object; they won’t remember most of the rules at this point anyway.  I have 
provided a quick quiz so the learners can show that they understand what each item is.  
Download the PDF file “Vocabulary Check” and give it to them.  You can also find the quiz at 
the end of this document.

Go over the vocabulary check with them to make sure they got it right.  They can keep this for 
later reference if they want.  It is important that we refer to each item by its correct term and not 
try to simplify things.  If we use the correct name consistently, they will learn it more quickly.  
For example, call the tiles “hexes” instead of “squares” or “spots”. 

BASIC RULES
You can teach these basic rules pretty quickly but don’t be surprised if you have to remind them 
about these rules for a while.  Until they are a little older or have mastered the rules, you’ll need 
to swallow your competitive spirit and help the young players remember rules during battles. 
Don’t forget that this is supposed to be fun for everyone!
 MOVEMENT
  In teaching the rules for movement, make sure you explain that each kind of unit 
 gets to move different amounts of distance based on real life.  By connecting movement 
 to something the kids already know, you increase their likelihood of remembering it. 
 Don’t complicate things by trying to explain Elite infantry yet.
  Armor is allowed to move the furthest because they are like cars; they can move 
 three hexes and still attack. Infantry can move less because they are like people walking 
 forward and shooting or charging; they can move one hex and attack or two hexes and 
 not attack. Artillery can hardly move because crews had to push them into place or leave 
 them in place and load them to fire; they can move one hex or attack.
 ATTACKING
  For most young players this will be the most exciting aspect of the game but it can 
also get complicated.  Keep it simple by only explaining the number of battle dice units get to 
roll without taking into account Terrain reductions; we’ll get to that next and when we do, it’ll 
make a lot more sense than trying to combine them.
 Infantry - can roll battle dice at 3, 2, 1 for the hexes away from them; their aim is great 
  at close range but it gets worse the further they try to shoot.
 Armor - can roll battle dice at 3, 3, 3 for the hexes away from them; their guns are 
  powerful for a long distance.
 Artillery - can roll battle dice at 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1 for the hexes away from them; their aim is 
  good at close range but it gets worse the further they try to shoot. They are 
  shooting huge shells, so they can shoot further than any other unit.
 TERRAIN EFFECTS
  When teaching the effects that terrain tiles have on movement and combat, 
remember to explain the reason for each rule. By providing the logic behind the rules you will 



help the learner remember the rule because it will make sense to them instead of being something 
to memorize.  You’ve already explained how units attack, so now the combat restrictions of each 
terrain type will make more sense.
 Forest - When moving in, everyone has to stop; the men and tanks have to slow down 
and pick their way through the trees.  When infantry attacks a unit in the trees they get a -1 battle 
roll; the trees give protection from bullets, although the attacking infantry can still easily aim. 
When armor attacks a unit in trees they get a -2 battle roll; the trees offer protection and it’s hard 
for the tanks to see their targets.  Infantry can shoot into trees with full power; they shoot over 
and into the trees.
 Hedgerows - Hedgerows are like a maze so everyone has to be standing next to them for 
a turn; they have to find a way in.  When they try to leave, they can only go to an adjacent hex; 
they’re turned around when they finally get out.  Attacking someone in a hedgerow hex is the 
same as attacking someone in a forest hex for similar reasons.
 Towns & Villages - When moving in, everyone has to stop; they have to slow down to 
find their ways through the streets.  Attacking a unit in a town or village is the same as forests 
and hedgerows for the same reasons. Tanks have trouble in towns and are weak trying to shoot 
out of them.
 Hills - Hill hexes don’t make you stop; soldiers can run or drive up to the top and back 
down the other side if they want to.  If armor or infantry attacks a unit on a hill they each get a -1 
battle roll; it’s harder to see the unit from down below.  If you are on a neighboring hill you can 
attack with full dice; you can see them.
 Rivers & Waterways - No unit can move onto a river unless the rules let you. You can 
usually shoot over a river just like normal.
 LINE OF SIGHT
  Line of Sight is an easy rule to explain, especially if you’ve already gone over the 
Terrain effects.  You can explain that if the terrain would block your vision in real life, it blocks 
the soldier’s vision in Memoir ’44.  Artillery is the only exception, and they’re special because 
they can shoot over anything.
  When you explain that friendly units block line of sight, you can point out that it’s 
too dangerous to shoot past their friends. As usual, explain exceptions to the rule when they 
come up later.  At this point the young general is just trying to figure out if the game is worth all 
the headache of learning the rules; don’t make things worse by explaining every possible 
variation.

You can download the PDF “Reference Page” to help with the above aspects of the game.  The 
“Reference Page” can also be found at the end of this document.  The page uses pictures and 
some words to explain the effects and can be posted on a nearby wall as an easy reference.  You 
can also have the reference cards handy if that fits your situation better.
 BATTLE DICE
  This is another logical set of rules that the learner will pick up quickly.  For now 
explain that the Star is just a miss on the dice; when you add the Tactic cards later you can 
explain that the Star sometimes hits but for now, keep it simple.  Explain what the other symbols 
stand for and explain which units are destroyed by which symbols.  This is something that will 
make more sense to them as they play, so don’t spend too long on this.
 ANSWERING QUESTIONS



  Too often when we teach things, we don’t ask if there are any questions. Some 
kids are willing to speak up and ask questions even if they aren’t prompted, but others will stay 
confused instead of risking sounding dumb. Be ready to repeat some of the exact rules that you 
just went over.  Like an education professor of mine once said, “If someone is confused, find a 
new way to explain it.  Saying things slower and louder will never make it clearer!”

FIRST GAME
This is what the young general has really been waiting for.  You can choose to start them off with 
the official “teaching” scenario, Pegasus Bridge, or you can use an imaginary scenario designed 
for practicing the rules.
 You can create your own scenario for this purpose or look at mine.  The scenario called 
“Young Generals” on my User Page was designed to give new players a chance to see how the 
rules work.  It incorporates every type of terrain and has each of the units.  “Young Generals” 
was designed to be an even battle but obviously a more experienced player will perform better.  
 This is your chance to teach the game, not wipe the floor with your new opponent.  As 
you play, explain what you are thinking and what strategy you are using.  Your example is one of 
the most powerful teaching tools and it allows the player to see the effects of good choices.
 Don’t forget to take the tactic cards out for this game and refrain from using Armor 
Overrun or Taking Ground.  Focus on the basics.

ADDING THE REST OF THE RULES
Each new player will have a different rate of learning.  For some young players, you can 
introduce rules like Armor Overrun and Taking Ground right after playing the “Young 
Generals” battle.  Other players will need several battles before they’re ready for anything new.
 Introduce rules about Elite units and French Resistance rules when you play a scenario 
that uses these types of units.  If you try to just explain the rule, it will be abstract and may not 
make very much sense.
 The Memoir ’44 base game does a good job of slowly introducing new rules and building 
each scenario on the one before.  If works well to follow the sequence in the book at least for the 
first few battles.  If your young player already has a good understanding of the rules you can 
move around more and skip to harder scenarios.

CONCLUSION
Teaching such a complex game to young kids can look impossible at first glance.  I hope I can 
shown you that with careful explaining and slow progression, young kids can successfully learn 
this game.  It will take patience and time before the new player is making good tactical choices, 
but it will happen. These directions may look long, but most of the material can be covered 
quickly.  

Feel free to send me any questions through the Memoir ’44 Private Message system.

THIS IS ONE OF THE 
CERTIFICATES OF 
PARTICIPATION I 
HAND OUT AFTER 
EACH MEMOIR ’44 
TOURNAMENT.  EVERY 
STUDENT WHO PLAYS 
GETS ONE.

THESE ARE SOME 
OF THE 
TROPHIES I GIVE 
THE WINNING 
TEAMS AT THE 
END OF EACH 
TOURNAMENT.
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